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The little tree prayed to be changed
Everyone gathered around and prayed for the tree to change
And the tree changed not before itself
Or before the eyes of those who were gathered around
And they prayed for themselves to change.
Thirty years on and the tree had changed mightily
Everyone who had gathered around had also changed
And they prayed for the tree and themselves not to change anymore
And the tree changed not before itself
Or before the eyes of those who were gathered around
As they prayed for themselves not to change
And the tree changed, not because of its prayer
Or the prayers that were prayed by the crowd
It is because of the seed he planted
That I become more and more like Jesus
And now I know that my prayers are granted
Because my Heavenly Dad is gracious
Another thirty years and the tree had changed more mightily
Everyone who had gathered around were no longer found
And could no longer change
And so their prayers not to change were answered.

So I pray, I pray
Yes I pray His way
So our prayers should be that we do not resist
Who and what we shall be by nature
It's from the heavenly seed that our divine nature proceeds
For like Father like son is this creature
So my prayers today they are not of command
Word bashing the devil and sounding alarm
No shopping list ready to get God's nod
Or announcing the deeds of the bad sons

Just pray, just pray
Just pray His way
For I know who I am where I sit in the plan
As I watch with all prayer in my heart
From my seat in the heavens where God's will is made clear
I walk upon earth in the purpose of prayer
And I'm praying in Christ 'till His body complete
‘till He’s gathered all enemies under His feet
Now I pray he'll reveal his hand

So I pray, I pray
I pray His way
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